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An Introduction to NGO-IDEAs 
 

Presentation to the Conference “Evaluation Revis-

ited”, Utrecht, 20-21, 2010, Methods Market 

The Set-up 

14 German NGOs cooperate with more than 30 

Southern NGOs from South Asia, East Africa and 

the Philippines to develop new ways of assessing 

impact (in technical terms: outcome, impact and 

unintended side-effects). The programme runs until 

2011 with three regional offices. It also gives techni-

cal and conceptual support to VENRO, the umbrella 

body of German development NGOs, to develop a 

German civil society response to the aid effective-

ness agenda. 

 

The new tools combine three aspects 

 the specific issue of “the difference we make”, 

i.e. the question of how to observe, measure and 

describe change, combined with the analysis of 

what has contributed to this change, and to what 

extent our own action has consequences; 

 an outcome and impact assessment which can 

be carried out by the actors themselves: by 

the primary stakeholders, their CBO representatives, and the NGO staff who support them; 

 tools and procedures which contribute to awareness creation and empowerment. 

The tools are available on www.ngo-ideas.net/publications. They are constantly being revised. Exam-

ples and specifications will be published over time. 

The Impact Toolbox 

The Impact Toolbox builds on tools that have been developed in the savings and credit sector in South 

India in 2006/7. Currently, the toolbox is made more generic to be adaptable in other regions and sec-

tors. It combines four tools: 

 

SAGE (Goal establishment and assessment by groups for individuals and households) 

Members of community groups develop their goals (objectives, aims, aspirations) – usually the same 

goals for each individual – for development. In intervals (e.g. every year) they assess where they 

stand. The tool is flexible: rating can be yes/no or on a range of 1-10, or against standard indicators. 

Goals can be developed by each group, or the same goals are jointly developed by a federation. Cru-

cial is the discussion of the assessment: Members discuss how each individual should be rated. That 

leads to validation, challenges members and promotes awareness of opportunities for change.  

Challenges: a) Often people initially find it difficult to develop goals. b) Field staff often facilitates 

towards goals that are on an output level, not on an outcome or impact level. They often think in terms 

of indicators, not goals. c) Developing goals for new sectors. Currently, exemplary goals for inclusion 

of Persons With Disabilities are being developed in East Africa, and goals of street children in the 

Philippines. 

 

PAG (Goal establishment and assessment by community groups) 

In PAG, community groups develop goals for the groups, their working together and benefits they 

want to have from the group. Application is as in SAGE. Both SAGE and PAG should be followed by 

a reflection on what could be done to bring about improvements.  

Challenges a) Members can find it difficult in the beginning to think about the benefits they want to 

have from the group beyond the benefits that are planned for by the supporting NGO. b) Sometimes 

individual goals that would fall under SAGE are put under PAG. 

Expected Benefits from NGO-IDEAs 
Communities and groups assess the change that 
happens to them and around them. Through struc-
tured reflection, they 
 realise what change happened, 
 come to understand what led to this change and 

how they themselves contributed to it,  
 become aware of how they can influence devel-

opments,  
 come to conclusions what they want to change 

in the short and medium term. 
Southern NGOs interact with communities and 
groups in assessing change. In addition, they use 
their own means of assessing change and its 
causes.  
 NGOs get a better understanding of the change 

that happens.  
 They can document change better, and they get 

valid information when expected change is not 
happening. 

 They understand better the dynamics and priori-
ties in a community.  

 Staff are better oriented towards results, rather 

than just activities. 
 NGOs therefore can improve their work. 
Northern NGOs get more information on the change 
they enable, can give more directed support to 
approaches that bring comprehensive change and 
can show a specific civil society approach to the aid 
effectiveness agenda. 

http://www.ngo-ideas.net/publications
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PIAR (Participatory Impact Analysis and Reflection) 

The NGO-tool in the toolbox is also applicable to reflections of federations, field offices and donors. It 

describes a systematic approach to analysing the data from SAGE, PAG and PWR, and introduces the 

need to cross-check the results of this with other existing or generated data (cf. the 6 elements in 

PIAR). PIAR is currently being revised. 

Challenges: a) NGOs often find it difficult to analyse data and to assess what additional information 

would be relevant. b) SAGE and PAG generate a lot of data that is difficult to handle and analyse. We 

are testing for this purpose a software that can be used on field office level (www.grafstat.de). 

 

PWR (Participatory Well-being Ranking) 

In order to be able to differentiate impact according to poverty status, PWR is part of the toolbox. It is 

presented in two forms: As Ranking and as Categorisation. Alternatively, PQL (Participatory Quality 

of Life Assessment) can be used. 

The Tiny Tools 

Tiny Tools makes the PRA philosophy available for impact assessment, empowering communities to 

assess change, attribution and impact. They all build on community validation, are mostly visual. They 

are almost all suited for analysing “the difference we make” with only one application; a repeated 

application, though, can give a deeper insight to outcomes and impacts. Most work with visualisation. 

With some Tiny Tools, existing tools have been adapted for impact assessment, others have been de-

veloped new. Most Significant Changes light has been adapted in such a way. It is part of the NGO-

IDEAs philosophy that the application of the tools should always be concluded with a discussion on 

what next steps to take. 

Challenges: a) Aggregation is more difficult than with SAGE and PAG. b) With some tools, the com-

munity needs to understand that this is about change in general, not just the effects of a project. 

Relevance for the Conference 

Toolbox and Tiny Tools are meant for a combination of continuous observation with occasional appli-

cation. Together, they are for a long-term, systematic assessment of outcome and impact. The Tiny 

Tools can also be used for short-term evaluations to get community perspectives in a more complex 

and validated way than through interviews (e.g. DEZA 2008 on their water programme: 

http://www.seco-cooperation.admin.ch/shop/00010/02022/index.html?lang=en). 

 

Complexity 

The NGO-IDEAs tools capture complexity in two ways: a) They build on community perceptions. 

Communities, when empowered to speak what they experience, look at developments holistically. b) 

PIAR and some of the Tiny Tools embrace complexity through the way they are designed. 

 

Values and principles 

NGO-IDEAs puts a high value on community empowerment and on directing development interven-

tions in a way that leads to results that are attractive to the communities. Amongst the three pillars of 

M&E: to prove, to improve and to empower, NGO-IDEAs puts particular emphasis on stimulating 

Learning and Action amongst the stakeholders, and particularly the primary stakeholders. 

 

Quality standards 

NGO-IDEAs tools can meet high quality standards: They can be well documented, can lead to high 

validity and reliability of data and are mostly replicable. The combination of tools allows a high level 

of triangulation. Whether these standards are met, depends on application: skills in facilitation, data 

collection and analysis are required that cannot always be taken for granted in the NGO-sector and 

among communities that these tools are made for. Empowerment has priority. 
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